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Editor’s Comments
On looking over recent issues of the Newsletter, I
find that quite a number of items have not been
properly covered so far, so I will try to to deal with at
least some of them in this issue.
First of all I promised pictures of the winning
entries in the Worshipful Company of Turners
competition. However, in the meantime, excellent
pictures of both items have been published in
Revolutions, so I will no longer need to publish my
efforts.
Instead of trying to remember everything which
happened at the MWA Seminar, I will content myself
by saying that Les Thorne gave an inspiring
performance, and was notable for the way in which
he continually engaged his audience. Also, I have
assembled pictures of some of the most interesting
items shown in the Instant Gallery on that occasion.
At the very successful Chilterns Show (pictures will
be in a later edition of the Newsletter) we were
pleased with the amount raised for our Charity, the
Shooting Star Trust. With more items for sale, and
a better presentation, we hope to be able to improve
on the amount raised at our next show in the Cow
Byre in Ruislip. More on this in this Newsletter.

Alan.
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Rodger Foden,
Rodger was demonstrating for MWA at the July meeting. As you know, Rodger was a member of
MWA until he moved away from the area. Rodger is disabled, having lost part of his right arm in an
accident many years ago, but he has not let that prevent him from becoming a sought after
demonstrator and teacher. Rodger has also achieved Registered Professional Turner status with the
Worshipful Company of Turners.
It ws quite fascinating to see how Rodger compensated for his handicap, to the point where it was not
at all obvious that he had a handicap at all. He turned a small bowl first, using a conventional
approach. It was notable that the finish he achieved straight from the tool needed very little sanding
at all.
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This done, he embarked upon what many would see as a difficult project, namely a thin walled and
thin stemmed goblet made from boxwood. Such work needs a sureness of touch, and a planned
approach. Tools must be very sharp, and there is no second chance if a slip or dig in occurs
With the blank held securely in a chuck, Rodger hollowed out the goblet to the shape he required,
using a standard bowl gouge. The he began shaping the outside step by step, following the inside
shape, sanding and finishing each step as he worked. This was because the wood was likely to distort
if the bowl was fully turned, making finishing very difficult. Then he began the thin stem. Thin stems
have to be turned a little at a time, sanding and finishing each step. Eventually , the bowl of the goblet
needed support, so it was stuffed with paper, and the tailstock centre brought up to steady it. Turning
the stem cannot be hurried, but it was not very long before it was done, and all that remained was to
turn the foot of the goblet, finish it, and part it off from the waste. Rodger made it look so easy!
Rodger’s approach is simple: If you really want to do something, you can!
Close up views were provided by Adrian, who operated the video equipment. With forty or more
people present, the video presentation has become a vital part of our demonstration evenings.

Victory Oak Part 2
While visiting friends in Norfolk, Gordon
Cookson no only enjoyed Turn East 2006, but
found time to visit David Burton who produces
collectable items from fragments of HMS Victory.
David very kindly showed Gordon some of the
tricks of the trade. His methods can be applied to
any small pieces of valuable wood.

removing the
minimum
of
material.
The
picture
shows a small
platter made by
these methods.

Wood showing woodworm is treated, and placed in
a large plastic bag with the top turned over but not
sealed for two or three months. A metal detector is
used to find hidden nails etc., before the wood is
sliced into various thicknesses. The pieces are then
laid in different sized trays lined with heavy plastic
sheet, on a base of two part epoxy resin mixed with
oak sawdust to take up any variations in
thicknesses. Cracks and spaces between pieces of
wood are also filled with resin coloured with dry
powder colours. When set, the composite sheets of
wood and resin are cut to sizes suitable for the
items to be made. Surfaces are sanded flat, taking
care not to allow the resin to heat, which causes it to
become cloudy. The pieces are the turned,

Even very small
pieces of wood are kept. Some are set in resin
in recesses, e.g. in the rim if a platte or bowl,
and others are set with resin into moulds to
make door stops, book ends, and other small
items. Wood containing metal is split to
reveal the metal, and then polished to form
small tactile pieces. Nothing is wasted!
David will be using wood from the Cutty
Sark when it is restored, and also wood from
the keel of Francis Chichester’s boat Gypsy
Moth, following its recent restoration. For
more details visit www.victoryoak.co.uk or
phone 10263 820092.

Future Events 1
Exhibition in The Cow Byre in Ruislip. The Exhibition will run for on week from set up
day on Sunday 22nd October until late afternoon on Saturday 28th October. Ralph Pooley and
his team will have the usual stock lists, exhibition tickets and general information ready at the
September and October club meetings. It is intended to make a better organised stand for the
Shooting Star Trust, which is our adopted Charity fo this year. We shall need supplies of well
finished small items for the stand, to sell at prices up to £3 each. We are asking each member who
will be exhibiting at this show to contribute at least one item for the Charity stand, preferably
more. Indeed, even if you are not intending to exhibit, your contribution to the Charity stand will
be welcomed.
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Future Events 2
The Annual General Meeting. This is due to be held on November 9th. The various papers are
about to be distributed to members, and it is hoped that members will respond to them in good
time to register their preferences for the election of officers and committee members. Because there
is little opportunity during an AGM for discussion on matters other than the those on the Agenda,
it has been decided that following the AGM, there will be an Open Forum in which members and
committee can talk freely about all or any aspects of the running of the Association.

The Chiltern Open Air Museum Wood Show.
MWA was invited to represent the AWGB at this event. We
were given a large marquee,, electricity supply, and as many
tables as we needed. We were able to put on a very
satisfactory display, which was solely for the promotion of
AWGB. No sales were envisaged, apart from those from the
Charity table. This was because other woodturners on the site
were selling their wares, and we did not wish to seem to be in
competition with them. From our point of view it was a
successful show, but from the points of view of trades people,
it was almost a non event. Many did
not attract enough custom to even
cover the rent on their pitches, and this
despite the fine weather . Perhaps there
was too much attractive stuff on TV on
those days. We do not expect this
show to be repeated, which is a shame,
as the venue alone is worth a visit.

Tom Pockley
Tom Pockley came to MWA in June. Tom is a versatile amateur
turner who is currently fascinated by the production of turned
hollow spheres. For the main part of he evening with us he devoted
all his efforts to producing hollow spheres turned entirely by hand
methods. Other turners have used mechanical devices to ensure
perfection, but Tom relies solely upon a true eye, and almost
faultless tool skills. A simple template made of thin material served
to establish the size and shape of the sphere. As it was supported between centres,
stubs had
to be left at either end while the bulk of the sphere
was turned. To remove the
stubs, Tom used two opposed wooden cups to
support the ball so that the
stubs could be turned away with light cuts from a
small sharp gouge. As the
sphere revolved, it was possible to see the ghost like
image of the stubs, but
neverthless, very careful application of the tool was
required. Another device he
used to enable him to hollow out the sphere was in
fact a wooden cup chuck, which if properly tapered inside has just enough grip to
withstand light cuts. Needless to say, it is only too easy to find the almost
completed sphere jumping out of the cup, but Tom has a fine self deprecating sense
of humour which gets him out of trouble time and again, and he simply did as we
would all do, and held the offending sphere in the chuck with his left hand as e
worked, smiling the while! This was a demonstration not often seen skills for the
specialist turners amongst us.
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Seminar GAllery
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